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Foreword by Dr. Martin Rossman, MD.Healing Cancer with Your Mind: 7 Strategies to Help YOU
Survive reveals the personal power that you possess for self-healing. Learning and applying the
7 strategies discussed in this book will guide you on a journey to spiritual and physical healing.
Whether you are a cancer patient yourself or supporting someone who is, this book should be
an essential element in your treatment and healing arsenal. Even if you are well and want to see
strategies to prevent cancer, this book is for you.Healing Cancer with Your Mind guides you and
your family through the difficult times of a cancer diagnosis. The Seven Strategies to Help YOU
Survive will help you and your loved ones to* Get inspired to take charge of your medical
treatment, be involved with and be truthfully informed by your doctors, oncologists, and
surgeons.* Investigate which alternative and complementary medical practices can benefit you
and your situation.* Discover the lifestyle changes you may want to make to better you healing
chances.* Learn how meditation practices can help you make responsible decisions for your
care and feel confident that you made the right decision and much more.* Rely on your family
and friends to get things done for you that you can’t do for yourself.* Build a medical team of
physicians and other practitioners that you can trust.* Give back to your community when you
are ready and able.From the Foreword:“As a physician who has practiced holistic medicine, now
called Integrative Medicine, for over 4 decades, I can attest to the value of the strategies that Dr.
Freedman recommends including in your treatment program.” —Martin Rossman, MD, author of
The Worry Solution and Guided Imagery for Self-HealingHere is what Dr. Kelly Turner, PhD has
to say about Healing Cancer with YOUR Mind:"Dr. Freedman speaks from experience, both as a
cancer survivor himself, and the father of a Radical Remission cancer survivor. His book,
"Healing Cancer with Your Mind" gives readers a nurturing, helping hand throughout the entire
cancer journey, especially with regard to developing a meditation practice. -Kelly Turner, PhD,
Author of the NYTimes Bestseller "Radical Remission: Surviving Cancer Against All Odds"One
of his main healers was the Isadora Duncan Award winner and innovative dance performer and
teacher, Anna Halprin:“I am a cancer survivor, so what I have to share comes from personal
experience. Cancer is like enlightenment at gunpoint. One must face it and do something. The 7
Strategies ... provides us with realistic and practical modalities that give us strength to face the
challenges of cancer and hope to survive. This is a must read book for anyone facing cancer or
their caretaker.” —Anna Halprin, PhD, dance pioneer, author, choreographer, and winner of the
Isadora Duncan award and many others.A seminar participant, Immanuel Lewis, naturopath and
nutritionist had this to say:“As a nutritionist and naturopath, I was drawn to the event because I
found it fascinating that mindfulness could heal cancer. Originally thinking I would only stay a few
minutes for the event, I not only stayed the whole time, but learned so much from Jerome and
the 7 strategies. Jerome is such an amazing person who has contributed so much and the
mindfulness meditation sessions during the event and discussion amongst the attendees was
dynamic to say the least. I believe Jerome’s testimony and book gives people power. Power that



they can overcome the biggest of odds. Power that there are alternatives to just chemotherapy,
and power that by becoming one’s own health advocate through meditation, nutrition, and
lifestyle change, healing is in our hands.” --Immanuel Lewis, an elite holistic and naturopathic
nutritionist practicing in Santa Monica.

"Dr. Freedman speaks from experience, both as a cancer survivor himself, and the father of a
Radical Remission cancer survivor. His book, "Healing Cancer with Your Mind" gives readers a
nurturing, helping hand throughout the entire cancer journey, especially with regard to
developing a meditation practice." --Kelly Turner, PhD, Author of the NYTimes Bestseller
"Radical Remission: Surviving Cancer Against All Odds" "Healing Cancer with Your Mind" is a
valuable guide to navigating the complex terrain of cancer diagnosis and treatment. Blending his
direct experience with cancer and a deep practice in mindfulness and guided imagery, Dr.
Jerome Freedman offers a unique and valuable perspective with mindful healing approaches. --
Leslie Davenport, Author of Healing and Transformation Through Self Guided Imagery I am a
cancer survivor, so what I have to share comes from personal experience. Cancer is like
enlightenment at gunpoint. One must face it and do something. "The 7 Principles of
Mindfulness" that Jerome Freedman has so clearly outlined (see page 129) provides us with
realistic and practical modalities that give us strength to face the challenges of cancer and hope
to survive. This is a must read book for anyone facing cancer or their caretaker. --Anna Halprin,
Ph. D is a pioneer in the field of dance as a healing art and has been teaching and performing
with people with cancer, AIDS, and other life threatening illnesses for the past 30 years. She is
cofounder of the Tamalpa Institute in Kentfield, California and the founder of the San Francisco
Dancers' Workshop. Her numerous awards include the prestigious American Dance Festival
Award for Lifetime Achievement in Modern Dance. She teaches in her Mountain Home Studio in
Kentfield, California and tours the USA and abroad. She is the author of "Moving Toward Life",
"Movement Ritual", and "Returning to Health with Dance Movement and Imagery". I am a 19
year parotid gland cancer survivor, a type of cancer that can return at any time. In addition to
traditional western medicine protocol, as part of my healing process, I have used many different
alternative healing modalities. The approach that Jerome has documented in his book coincide
with my experience of surviving cancer. His book is a great resource for anyone facing the
trauma and challenges of a serious health crisis. --Julie Bernard, Homeopath "Jerome
Freeman's "Healing Cancer with Your Mind" is a user-friendly approach to make practical (very
practical!) specific things that can empower each person to achieve higher levels of health.
These principles are not just logical and rational, they work...and they just feel 'right.' These
principles will not only improve your health, they will improve your life!" --Dana Ullman, MPH,
CCH Author of 10 books, including two that contain a Foreword by the Physician to Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II, "The Homeopathic Revolution," "Discovering Homeopathy," and



"Everybody's Guide to Homeopathic Medicines" (co-authored with Stephen Cummings, MD)
This book is great! Dr.Freedman allows the reader to journey with him as he harnesses the
power of mindfulness to heal himself from Cancer. He also brings the reader along with him as
he carefully and meticulously considers the many options of both alternative and traditional
healing approaches. The Seven Steps is both "practical" and "spiritual". Especially the part of
having your friends and loved ones being an essential part of your healing journey. Would
recommend this book to people going through health challenges, as well as r those who want to
obtain a greater insight into the power of mindfulness. --Henry Dahut, J.D. Author of Henrys
Puzzle - Awakening To Infinity. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorDr.
Jerome Freedman is an author, mindfulness meditation teacher, and a cancer survivor since
1997. He is a long-time practitioner in the tradition of Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh in which he is
an ordained member of the Order of Interbeing an Earth Holder. His recent article in The
Mindfulness Bell titled Healthy and Free touched many people. He is also a certified teacher of
the Enneagram in the Oral Tradition with Helen Palmer. Jerome currently teaches Mindfulness in
Healing at the Pine Street Clinic in San Anselmo, California and writes daily on his blog,
Meditation Practices. He is a contributing author of I Am With You: Love Letters to Cancer
Patients, Nancy Novak, PhD, and Barbara K. Richardson. Dr. Freedman served on Board of
Directors of the Marin AIDS Project and the Advisory Council of the Institute for Health and
Healing between 2007 and 2010. Now he is actively engaged in the Buddhist Climate Action
Network, Plum Village Climate Response, the Order of Interbeing, Marin Sangha (with Phillip
Moffitt), and the Shabbat Sangha near his home in Greenbrae, California. Dr. Freedman holds a
Ph. D. in computer science, along with two master's degrees in physics and a bachelor's degree
in chemical engineering. He still consults internationally on software engineering problems and
expert witness cases. He successfully interviewed Dr. Neil deGrasse Tyson on cosmology and
Buddhist thought in 2011. He can be reached by for consultations, dharma talks, lectures, and
days of mindfulness by email at jerome@mountainsangha.org. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Healing Cancerwith Your Mind:7 Strategies toHelp YOU Survive By Jerome Freedman, Ph.
D.Copyright (c) 1997-2016 Jerome Freedman, Ph. D.ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Disclaimer:This
material is copyright(c) 1997 - 2016, by Dr. Jerome Freedman, Ph. D. All Rights Reserved. This
document is meant to be a description of the author's experience and he in no way takes
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any medical knowledge. The author assumes
no responsibility for choices made by any of the readers of this material.The author is not a
physician and makes no claims about the potential usefulness of the subject matter herein to
have any medical benefit. Please check with your doctor if you find something interesting that
you would like to try.His primary purpose is to introduce you to the possibility of becoming your
own advocate for medical care by utilizing the 7 Strategies to Help YOU Survive.Table of
ContentsTable of ContentsPreface to the Second EditionForeword by Dr. Martin Rossman,
MDPrologI Have SurvivedI have Thrived1 IntroductionMicah’s StoryStopping Cancer in its
TracksCancer Again?7 Stategies to Help You Survive2 7 Strategies to help YOU surviveBe Your
own AdvocateInvestigate AlternativesMake Health-promoting Lifestyle ChangesPractice Daily
MeditationReach Out to OthersCreate Your Own Medical TeamGive Back to Your
communityHow To Use This Book3 Be Your Own Advocate4 INVESTIGATE
AlternativesHomeopathyFaith Healing and ShamanismAcupunctureMassage and Body
WorkGuided ImageryHyperbaric Oxygen TherapyAyurvedaImmunotherapy and Off Label
TreatmentsGenetic InterventionsMedical MarijuanaDr. Dean Ornish’s Spectrum
ProgramSuppressed Cancer Treatments5 Make Health-Promoting Lifestyle
ChangesExerciseThe Cancer DietStrawberries, Blueberries, and RaspberriesNon-GMO
FoodsMindful Consumption6 Practice Daily MeditationTypes of MeditationMindfulness of
BreathingWalking MeditationThe Body Scan and Deep RelaxationLoving Kindness
MeditationGratitude MeditationForgiveness MeditationMindful EatingSound Meditation
PracticesContemplations7 Reach Out to OthersSupport GroupsMeditation Groups8 Create Your
Own Medical TeamFinding a Medical Expert9 Give back10 EpilogOnset of DiseaseRetreat with
Thich Nhat HanhFirst Return of CancerGiving Back to My CommunityMore Cancer Episodes7
Strategies to Help You SurviveClosing Remarks11 About The AuthorAlso by Dr.
FreedmanGuided Meditation Recordings12 Dedication13 Acknowledgements14 What People
Are Saying15 REferencesEnd NotesPreface to the Second EditionI’ve written this second
edition of Healing Cancer with Your Mind: 7 Strategies to Help YOU Survive to appeal to a wider
audience than the first edition, Healing with the 7 Principles of Mindfulness. In fact the 7
Strategies to Help YOU Survive are the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in Healing. I will use both
phrases interchangeably throughout this publication.You are an ideal candidate for this book if
you are a cancer patient yourself, or if you are a friend or support person for a cancer patient, or
if you want to be proactive about preventing cancer.Another reason for publishing this edition is
that I wanted to share with you some of the amazing feedback I’ve received as well as to point
out how the 7 Strategies to Help YOU Survive map onto the 9 factors of radical remission
studied by Dr. Kelly Turner in her book, Radical Remission: Surviving Cancer Against All Odds.A



month before the initial launch of Healing with the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in September of
2015, I gave a talk at The Club at Harbor Point in Mill Valley, California to over 50 people. The
reception I received was phenomenal and I had preview copies available for the
audience.Judging by the quality and quantity of the questions at the end of the talk, people were
paying close attention and loved what they heard. According to the management at Harbor
Point, this was the most successful talk they had ever had.I am happy and grateful for all the
people who showed up and expressed their interest in the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in
Healing. I am also grateful to the staff at Harbor Point who helped make the talk so successful.
Thank you very much!The amazing thing is that the night before the presentation as I was doing
my evening meditation, it dawned on me to take advantage of the wonderful endorsement that I
received from Dr. Kelly Turner (see Chapter 14) and map the 9 Factors for Radical Remission to
the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in Healing. This insight gave me a natural lead in to my talk and
provided some “social proof” at the very beginning.The following table illustrates the connection
between the 9 Factors of Radical Remission and the 7 Strategies to Help YOU Survive.9
Factors7 StrategiesRadically change your dietMake health promoting lifestyle changesTaking
control of your healthBe your own advocateFollowing your intuitionPractice daily
meditationUsing herbs and supplementsInvestigate alternativesReleasing suppressed
emotionsReach out to othersEmbracing social supportReach out to othersIncreasing positive
emotionsPractice daily meditationDeepening your spiritual connectionPractice daily
meditationHaving strong reasons for livingPractice daily meditation

Non-GMO FoodsMindful Consumption6 Practice Daily MeditationTypes of
MeditationMindfulness of BreathingWalking MeditationThe Body Scan and Deep
RelaxationLoving Kindness MeditationGratitude MeditationForgiveness MeditationMindful
EatingSound Meditation PracticesContemplations7 Reach Out to OthersSupport
GroupsMeditation Groups8 Create Your Own Medical TeamFinding a Medical Expert9 Give
back10 EpilogOnset of DiseaseRetreat with Thich Nhat HanhFirst Return of CancerGiving Back
to My CommunityMore Cancer Episodes7 Strategies to Help You SurviveClosing Remarks11
About The AuthorAlso by Dr. FreedmanGuided Meditation Recordings12 Dedication13
Acknowledgements14 What People Are Saying15 REferencesEnd NotesPreface to the Second
EditionI’ve written this second edition of Healing Cancer with Your Mind: 7 Strategies to Help
YOU Survive to appeal to a wider audience than the first edition, Healing with the 7 Principles of
Mindfulness. In fact the 7 Strategies to Help YOU Survive are the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in
Healing. I will use both phrases interchangeably throughout this publication.You are an ideal
candidate for this book if you are a cancer patient yourself, or if you are a friend or support
person for a cancer patient, or if you want to be proactive about preventing cancer.Another
reason for publishing this edition is that I wanted to share with you some of the amazing
feedback I’ve received as well as to point out how the 7 Strategies to Help YOU Survive map
onto the 9 factors of radical remission studied by Dr. Kelly Turner in her book, Radical



Remission: Surviving Cancer Against All Odds.A month before the initial launch of Healing with
the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in September of 2015, I gave a talk at The Club at Harbor Point in
Mill Valley, California to over 50 people. The reception I received was phenomenal and I had
preview copies available for the audience.Judging by the quality and quantity of the questions at
the end of the talk, people were paying close attention and loved what they heard. According to
the management at Harbor Point, this was the most successful talk they had ever had.I am
happy and grateful for all the people who showed up and expressed their interest in the 7
Principles of Mindfulness in Healing. I am also grateful to the staff at Harbor Point who helped
make the talk so successful. Thank you very much!The amazing thing is that the night before the
presentation as I was doing my evening meditation, it dawned on me to take advantage of the
wonderful endorsement that I received from Dr. Kelly Turner (see Chapter 14) and map the 9
Factors for Radical Remission to the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in Healing. This insight gave me
a natural lead in to my talk and provided some “social proof” at the very beginning.The following
table illustrates the connection between the 9 Factors of Radical Remission and the 7 Strategies
to Help YOU Survive.9 Factors7 StrategiesRadically change your dietMake health promoting
lifestyle changesTaking control of your healthBe your own advocateFollowing your
intuitionPractice daily meditationUsing herbs and supplementsInvestigate alternativesReleasing
suppressed emotionsReach out to othersEmbracing social supportReach out to
othersIncreasing positive emotionsPractice daily meditationDeepening your spiritual
connectionPractice daily meditationHaving strong reasons for livingPractice daily meditation

Non-GMO FoodsMindful Consumption6 Practice Daily MeditationTypes of
MeditationMindfulness of BreathingWalking MeditationThe Body Scan and Deep
RelaxationLoving Kindness MeditationGratitude MeditationForgiveness MeditationMindful
EatingSound Meditation PracticesContemplations7 Reach Out to OthersSupport
GroupsMeditation Groups8 Create Your Own Medical TeamFinding a Medical Expert9 Give
back10 EpilogOnset of DiseaseRetreat with Thich Nhat HanhFirst Return of CancerGiving Back
to My CommunityMore Cancer Episodes7 Strategies to Help You SurviveClosing Remarks11
About The AuthorAlso by Dr. FreedmanGuided Meditation Recordings12 Dedication13
Acknowledgements14 What People Are Saying15 REferencesEnd NotesPreface to the Second
EditionI’ve written this second edition of Healing Cancer with Your Mind: 7 Strategies to Help
YOU Survive to appeal to a wider audience than the first edition, Healing with the 7 Principles of
Mindfulness. In fact the 7 Strategies to Help YOU Survive are the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in
Healing. I will use both phrases interchangeably throughout this publication.You are an ideal
candidate for this book if you are a cancer patient yourself, or if you are a friend or support
person for a cancer patient, or if you want to be proactive about preventing cancer.Another
reason for publishing this edition is that I wanted to share with you some of the amazing
feedback I’ve received as well as to point out how the 7 Strategies to Help YOU Survive map
onto the 9 factors of radical remission studied by Dr. Kelly Turner in her book, Radical



Remission: Surviving Cancer Against All Odds.A month before the initial launch of Healing with
the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in September of 2015, I gave a talk at The Club at Harbor Point in
Mill Valley, California to over 50 people. The reception I received was phenomenal and I had
preview copies available for the audience.Judging by the quality and quantity of the questions at
the end of the talk, people were paying close attention and loved what they heard. According to
the management at Harbor Point, this was the most successful talk they had ever had.I am
happy and grateful for all the people who showed up and expressed their interest in the 7
Principles of Mindfulness in Healing. I am also grateful to the staff at Harbor Point who helped
make the talk so successful. Thank you very much!The amazing thing is that the night before the
presentation as I was doing my evening meditation, it dawned on me to take advantage of the
wonderful endorsement that I received from Dr. Kelly Turner (see Chapter 14) and map the 9
Factors for Radical Remission to the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in Healing. This insight gave me
a natural lead in to my talk and provided some “social proof” at the very beginning.The following
table illustrates the connection between the 9 Factors of Radical Remission and the 7 Strategies
to Help YOU Survive.9 Factors7 StrategiesRadically change your dietMake health promoting
lifestyle changesTaking control of your healthBe your own advocateFollowing your
intuitionPractice daily meditationUsing herbs and supplementsInvestigate alternativesReleasing
suppressed emotionsReach out to othersEmbracing social supportReach out to
othersIncreasing positive emotionsPractice daily meditationDeepening your spiritual
connectionPractice daily meditationHaving strong reasons for livingPractice daily
meditation Once you become familiar with all of the 7 Strategies, you realize that the 9 factors of
radical remission map into only 5 of the 7 Strategies. The ones that are missing that I embraced
were “Create your own medical team” and “Give back.”These were really important to me
because of taking control of my own health and they have been really beneficial. Giving back to
my community since 2007 or sooner has made a significant difference in my life. For example,
the meditation group I started in 2009 is going stronger than ever at the time of this writing.On
September 18, the day of the first launch I offered an evening seminar in Santa Monica,
California. I had planned to offer 8 guided meditations of about 9 minutes each over the course
of the 3 hour seminar. The discussion after the first and second guided meditations was so
exciting and informative that we did not have time to complete the program. The group bonded
so quickly and so well that people shared their vulnerable sides and had a lot to say about
meditation, breathing, diet, health, and much more. You can read what a couple of people said
about the seminar in Chapter 14.My goal is to offer many such seminars to groups in a variety of
settings. If your church group, mastermind group, meditation group, or cancer support group is
interested in a seminar or workshop on the 7 Strategies to Help YOU Survive, please don’t
hesitate to contact me.Thank you for your interest in Healing Cancer with Your Mind.!Jerome
Freedman, Ph. D.Foreword by Dr. Martin Rossman, MDJerome Freedman has been a friend of
mine for about 30 years. His beloved son, Micah, is about to get married in his late 40’s, after
surviving a Stage 4 cancer at the age of seven. His miraculous recovery was not likely due to his



medical treatment, and he was featured on a TV show at the time because it was so rare.
Besides overseeing his medical care, Jerome brought in alternative therapies and healers and
led Micah through what he calls “mind stories” (guided imagery) every day.Jerome himself was
diagnosed with bladder cancer (cancer runs strongly in his family) 19 years ago when the
standard treatment was removing the bladder. He found a Harvard professor who was
researching a new “bladder-sparing” treatment got him to agree to supervise his treatment with
Jerome’s local Urologist, who had never done this before. Jerome still has his bladder, and, at
nearly 77 years old, his good health. In the course of his recovery he has utilized every one of
the Seven Principles of Healing that he teaches in this book.Jerome is not a medical doctor, but
a doctor of computer science – he’s a very smart man. He’s also an ordained practitioner in a
Buddhist tradition and a compassionate listener and observer of the human condition. He has
helped many friends and acquaintances navigate their way through cancer diagnosis, treatment,
and often, recovery.As a physician who has practiced holistic medicine, now called Integrative
Medicine, for over 4 decades, I can attest to the value of the principles that Dr. Freedman
recommends including in your treatment program. Some of the principles will be critical to some
while others will be more important for others, but they all merit serious consideration. They all
can have potentially important roles to play in your survival.I think of an Integrative approach to
cancer care this way –conventional medicine is largely aimed at eliminating cancer cells, usually
through surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy, and the rest of these seven principles are aimed at
supporting the healing ability of the patient who has the cancer. Whether through nutrition,
alternative medicines, mind/body medicine, social support or the creation of meaning, each of
these options have the potential to increase your vitality, immune responsiveness, and will to
live.It would be a mistake with many serious cancers to skip conventional treatments, although
for some cancers, unfortunately, they have little to offer. Because these powerful treatments can
have serious and significant side effects, they require a hard, discriminating assessment of the
evidence of their effectiveness, and often more than one oncological opinion.The other six
principles also deserve serious consideration, but they don't require the same level of evidence
of effectiveness, because they are much safer, and most of them involve little to no risk at all.
Good nutrition, mind/body practices, social support, having a purpose and giving back, and
utilizing natural therapies all may have an upside, and they have little downside. Most of them
actually have positive side effects.When I only practiced conventional medicine, I remember
seeing cancer patients going through chemotherapy and radiation therapy. They would always
look green and gaunt. Now, it’s very rare to see someone look like that if they have added good
mind/body/spirit healing support to their treatment program. Cancer patients I see now usually
look pink and pretty healthy most of the time. Because they are better nourished, have fewer
side effects, and have more support, they are more frequently able to tolerate the full
recommended course of medical treatments. That in itself gives them a greater chance of
surviving, and even thriving after cancer.In my mind, “Cancer Treatment 101” consists of getting
the very best medical and surgical treatments if they show benefit, and complementing that



treatment with the very best health supportive treatments. So you’re not only killing the cancer,
you are enhancing the person’s inborn healing abilities. If we think of the body as a garden, you
are not only killing the bugs that are nibbling on your plants, you are also fertilizing the soil,
watering regularly, eliminating deadwood, and making sure the plants get everything they need
in order to thrive. I think that’s what Dr. Freedman is telling you, too.My last comment is that
different things will help different people. Consider and try everything, and, in the end,
concentrate on what’s actually healing for YOU. While many people benefit from support groups,
others find them difficult and depressing. Vegetarianism may be a healing diet for some people,
but not all, and at certain times, even a vegetarian may need some of the nutrients in fish, or
even red meat. A blend of physical activity and rest is usually very helpful, and the balance may
be quite different for each individual in a group. Religion and spirituality are very important to
many people, and are not of interest to others. If nothing else, a cancer diagnosis gives you a lot
of motivation and opportunity to get to know what’s actually true for you.I had a friend and patient
who had a rare and difficult to treat blood cancer many years ago. When he consulted me, he
told me, “I don't want to meditate or sit around imagining myself healing. I hate sitting still and it’s
boring – it doesn't do anything for me except frustrate me.” I said, “What does healing feel to
you, then?” and he instantly said “Swimming. When I’m swimming I feel whole, and strong, and
relaxed – like everything is working together.” I told him that is what he should be doing, then,
along with whatever other activities felt genuinely healing for HIM. He lived 23 more years, and
did not die of his cancer. I can’t really say it was the swimming, because he had lots of both
conventional and alternative treatments, but he told me many times over those years how
important it had been for him to spend his time doing things that were healing for him. It had
turned much of his life into an experience of learning what was nourishing, supportive and
genuinely good for him, which was completely opposite of the dutiful life he had lived up to that
point. “It’s like night and day. In a funny way, cancer has taught me a lot. I wouldn't want to go
through it again, nor would I wish it someone else, but it’s helped me learn about what’s healing
for me more than anything I’ve ever experienced.” May you find what is healing for you. Martin L.
Rossman, MDMill Valley, CA9/20/15 PrologI Have SurvivedI have survived being the eldest of
six children in a conservative Jewish family in St. Louis, where my mother spent her time at the
synagogue and my father spent his time painting in the basement.I have survived the bullies of
the neighborhood, school and summer camp.I have survived three left arm breaks before the
age of ten and multiple childhood illness.I have survived a lonely childhood with few friends and
extreme longing to be liked, especially by pretty girls.I have survived the death of my beloved
sister at the age of 27, parents, grandparents and many others, mostly from cancer.I have
survived failing one semester of the fifth grade because I did not want to pay attention in school.I
have survived many years of Sunday school and Hebrew school and my Bar Mitzvah at the age
of 13.I have survived 4½ years of high school with zero girlfriends.I have survived four years of
undergraduate education in chemical engineering and six years of graduate education in
physics.I have survived the humiliation of having the fifth highest grade out of twenty-five



candidates on a Ph. D. qualifying exams and then being asked to leave the school.I have
survived utterly failing oral exams over course work by not remembering a single thing when I
was being quizzed.I have survived a five year marriage with my son’s mother.I have survived my
son’s metastatic cancer of the kidney (Wilm’s tumor) at the age of seven.I have survived almost
20 years of living with bladder cancer.I have ThrivedI have thrived on the thirty-seven years of
living with my wife, Mala.I have thrived on raising my son and two daughters and watching them
grow up and graduate from university.I have thrived on meditation practices, creative
visualization, and many years of tennis.I have thrived on spending two summers with Father Eli
in the Ozark Mountains where I learned to train people how to enter a deep state of relaxation
and do creative visualization.I have thrived on spending four months in India with Rajneesh.I
have thrived on being a student of Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh for more than thirty years,
becoming an OI member, and having breakfast with him in Plum Village, France.I have thrived
on becoming a certified teacher of the enneagram.I have thrived on serving on the Board of
Directors of the Marin AIDS Project and the Advisory Committee of the Institute for Health and
Healing.I have thrived on achieving my Ph. D. in computer science and a successful career in
high-tech with five patents to my name.I have thrived on writing more than 1,000 articles on
meditation practices and health and healing on my blogs.I have thrived on publishing four books
and six guided meditations.I have thrived on creating and leading the Mindfulness inHealing
sangha (a meditation group) for more than six years.I have thrived on the wonderful organic
fruits and vegetables available in my area and the nearby natural beauty.I have thrived on the
many trips I have taken by myself and with my family.I have thrived on reconnecting with physics
through astronomy, cosmology, and Buddhist thought.I have thrived on feelings of gratitude and
forgiveness and sending loving kindness blessings to people in my life and in the world.I have
thrived on living with cancer for 18+ years utilizing the 7 Strategies for my recovery. 1
IntroductionLying still,Breathing in, breathing out,Healthy cells grow all by themselves.I am free
of cancer! Today is June 18, 2014. This is an auspicious day.On this day in 2009, the sangha
(meditation group) called Mindfulness in Healing[1] began at the Pine Street Clinic in San
Anselmo, California. We have been sitting weekly for six straight years with as little as three or
four days missed due to illness or holidays. One of us, my partner, Carolyn de Fay, LCSW or I or
both have been there almost every week for the past six years.This sitting group was the result
of my efforts to give back to my community after twelve years of living with bladder cancer. It is
my way to express the gratitude I felt for all the love and support I experienced during my healing
experience from cancer, which began on Super Bowl Sunday in 1997.I was fortunate enough to
have known about alternative medicine – also known as natural, complementary, collaborative or
integrative medicine - even before I had cancer.Micah’s StoryMy son, Micah, in 1976 at the age
of seven was stricken with a grade four, stage four metastatic Wilm’s tumor (a cancer of the
kidney common in young children) that had spread to his lungs. No one, probably, except me,
thought he would survive. He is now 46 and quite a strong and healthy young man.The key to his
survival may have been the use of some of the alternative medical treatments. His surgeon and



oncologist had given him up for dead. Even my surgeon said, "We weren't saving many stage
fours in those days."We were totally surprised when his doctors allowed us to use imagery and
other alternative medical treatments with him. Micah and I worked together on mind stories,
guided imagery sessions designed especially for children, from the first day he went into the
hospital.After he got out of the hospital, there were still rounds of chemotherapy and radiation he
had to go through. There was also the wonderful Dr. Sheldon Ruderman who continued to do
mind stories with Micah for many months.My son's story was told in two episodes of "In Search
of...” with Leonard Nimoy in 1976 and 1980. For more information about Micah’s miraculous
healing, please check out “Mind Stories Helped Cure Cancer[2]” on Meditation Practices4
website.Stopping Cancer in its TracksOn Super Bowl Sunday in 1997, I had a tremendous
amount of blood in my urine. After a brief stay in the hospital, I was diagnosed with muscle
invasive bladder cancer (MBIC). Immediately, I began doing research on the internet and looked
in to alternative cancer treatments.For the next year, I was in the mill of the complex medical
establishment. I didn’t have the recommended procedure, a radical cystectomy - the complete
removal of the bladder, prostate, and lymph nodes.Instead, our friend, Dr. Sara Huang, MD, the
head radiation oncologist at St. Francis Hospital in San Francisco, told me about the Shipley
Protocol. This protocol is a bladder sparing protocol that uses a combination of radiation and
chemotherapy along with transurethral resection of the bladder tumor (TURBT). It was
developed by Dr. William U. Shipley, MD at Harvard University and Massachusetts General
Hospital.During that whole year, I practiced meditation and participated in many different and
wonderful alternative medical treatments. These are all well documented in my book, Stop
Cancer in its Tracks: Your Path to Mindfulness in Healing Yourself[3].Cancer Again?In January,
2014, I was diagnosed with a new muscle invasive cancer in my bladder. I call this the 2013
episode because the cancer was discovered but not diagnosed in late 2013.As before in 1997,
the recommended procedure was a radical cystectomy. I was opposed to radical cystectomy
then as I am now, only this time there really seemed to be no other choice.Like before, in 1997, I
began doing research and learned that there had been no major changes in the treatment of
bladder cancer in past twenty years. So I was out on a limb again, doing my own thing, taking
“the road not taken.”I was offered neoadjuvant chemotherapy prior to surgery and decided to try
it to postpone the radical cystectomy. I was supposed to have four cycles of chemotherapy
lasting twelve weeks and only managed to complete two of them. By the seventh week my
creatinine (a measure of kidney function) had gone high and my blood counts had dropped.Dr.
Maxwell Meng, MD, at the University of California San Francisco (UCSF) is now “the go to guy”
for bladder cancer. Upon hearing the results of the blood work, he cancelled the rest of the
chemotherapy plan and charged me with deciding whether to have the radical cystectomy within
the next three to four weeks.I decided to decline the offer and opted instead for a cystoscopy – a
procedure that allows the doctor to look into the bladder through the urethra. I was overjoyed
when Dr. Meng said, “I don’t see anything that I would want to biopsy.” This was a wonderful
result.Ten days later I was notified that I still had cancer in my bladder as determined from the



cytology report on the urine sample. This was only surface cancer which is easy to treat.I think
most people would give up at this point and opt for the radical cystectomy. But I was offered a
biopsy under anesthesia as an alternative and this is what took place on June 7, 2014.The
results of the biopsy showed that there is no cancer in the muscle of the bladder, but there was
carcinoma in situ on the surface. This gives rise to the type of treatment I’ve done several times
already called BCG or Bacillus Calmette-Guerin, an attenuated preparation of a strain of
tuberculosis vaccine. The vaccine is instilled into the bladder and causes an immune response.
The immune response takes out the cancer along with the bacteria.This round of six BCG
treatments ended at the end of August, 2014. On October 15, I learned that the cytology report
after the BCG treatments was benign. I am once again free of cancer in my bladder.Following is
valuable information about how you can benefit from the 7 Principles of Mindfulness in Healing.
Please continue reading.7 Stategies to Help You SurviveThe 7 strategies to help YOU survive
were the underlying principles that guided and continue to guide my well-being through the past
forty years or more. I had never explicitly written them down until about two years ago and then I
forgot about them until the middle of the 2013 episode.These strategies were implicit in just
about everything I did to stop cancer in its tracks and promote my well-being as well as my son’s.
By writing them down and sharing them with you in this book, I intend to inspire you to take
charge of your own healing experience. My goal is that you learn to be an advocate for your own
health care.Don’t worry if you are not yet willing or able to be your own advocate for medical
care. You certainly will gain a lot of new information that will teach you to become your own
advocate, or, at least, to know how to find and recognize one that can help you get better faster
and more completely.When you are you own advocate for health care and are deeply involved
mentally as well as emotionally and physically, you will be led to investigate the underlying
causes of your illness and be informed about your decisions.I am not telling you to ignore the
standard medical treatment in any way. I am suggesting that you take charge of your own
medical care so that you can feel better, increase your chances of survival, and learn to make
appropriate decisions for your medical care.We all know that our medical system is complex. It is
no longer being run by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). It is being run by big
pharmaceutical companies whose only interest is the bottom line and return on investment for
their investors. How many potential cures for cancer have been overlooked because they do not
provide enough return on investment to do the necessary evaluations through clinical trials (see
below)?As we move along, there will be many alternatives to the medical system that you may
want to investigate. I have tried many of these, and I do feel that many of them have merit under
the right circumstances. Just to have them for consideration can lift some of the burden of
dealing with a life-threatening situation.Our first instinct is to follow the advice of our doctors. It
takes a lot of courage to think outside the box of standard medical practice. Many people will not
want to or be able to do this.However, if you continue reading, you may be inspired to take up the
challenge of being your own advocate for health care. You will be able to use the 7 Strategies to
Help YOU Survive as a guide to your medical care. Then you will feel like you own them.I have



written Healing Cancer with Your Mind in order to inspire you, whatever your illness, to become
your own advocate for health care. I feel that it is important for you to participate in your healing
experience and not just roll over and let the medical establishment run over you.I believe that if
you are diagnosed with a serious illness, you should investigate alternatives, as I have done and
choose the ones that you feel right for you.I know that it is important for you to make health-
promoting lifestyle changes to accommodate your new life situation. This may include abstaining
from sugar, gluten, meat, dairy and other SAD foods (Standard American Diet) and food
substances. This may also include mindful movements and other forms of exercise like Tai Chi
and Qi Gong or just walking in nature.
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denielle spiers, “Excellent Book. Excellent book for me to help my friend”

The book by Sharrona Pearl has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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